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Abstract-The path of a target oscillating in the fronto-parallel plane and differentially filtered to the two 
eyes appears elliptical in depth when the eyes fixate a stationary point. When the eyes rrnck the target 
the path flattens out. Binocular records of sye movements indicate rhat the eyes follow the tru: physical 
path making only conjugate movements with no change in convergence. 

It is generally accepted that the apparent elliptical path 
of a pendulum swinging in the front+parallel plane, 
when viewed with a neutral density filter over one eye, 
is due to the increase in visual latency of the attenuated 
eye (Pulfrich. 192; Lit. 1949; Wilson and Anstis, 1969; 
Rogers and Anstis, 1972). The increased latency, either 
as a result of the decreased luminance level or the state 
of adaptation of the eye (Rogers and Anstis. 1972). 
alters the apparent position of any moving object in 
the field of view. creating a binocular disparity which 
is interpreted as a change in the apparent depth rela- 
tive to the plane of convergence of the eyes. This 
explanation is satisfactory when the eyes fixate a 
stationary point and the target image sweeps across 
the retina [Fig. l(a)], but it has also been reported that 
the iltusion can be seen if the eyes follow the target 
(Gregory. 1966: Kirkwood. Ellis and Nichof, 1970). 

’ Present address: Psychological Laboratory, University 
of St. Andrews. Scotland. 

Two questions arise from these findings. Firstly. do the 
eyes follow the real (flat) path of the oscillating target 
[Fig. l(b)] or do they follow the apparent elliptical 
path which wouid involve a continuous change in the 
convergence of the eyes as well as conjugate tracking 
movements [Fig. l(c)]. The latter description is im- 
ptied in Gregory (1966) and it is wei1 known that the 
eyes can follow a target which physically moves in an 
elliptical path in depth (Rashbass and Westheimer, 
1961). If. however, only conjugate tracking movements 
are involved, then the second question arises as to why 
the illusion is still observed, since the target wili stay 
on the foveas of both eyes and any difference in latency 
is of no consequence, assuming good tracking. Altema- 
tively, if the eyes follow the apparent path as in Fig. 
l(c) then one might expect the change in depth sig- 
nalled by the convergence system to be compensated 
for by the disparate position of the target on the two 
retinae again yielding the percept of the target moving 
along a flat path. 
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Fig. 1. The disparity caused by the increased visual latency in the left eye is interpreted as a change in 
depth of the moving target when the eyes fixate a stationary point in I(at fn l(b) and i(ch two possible 
ways the eyes could track the differentially filtered target: following the real Rat path in l(b) and following 

the apparent elliptical path in l(c). 
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Hence in rhrory it ought to bz impossible to observe 
;t Pulfrich effect when the eves track the diffirrntiall~ 
fiitsred target. Two rxpe~ments were designed to 
answer these questions. In the first gve recorded bino- 
cular eye movements in order to see bvhether the eyes 
followed the real (flat) or apparent elliptical path. In 
the second ssprsriment we obtained reports of the tar- 
get’s apparent path under three conditions: (a) with a 
~ifferentiafl~ filtered target: (b) with a di~erentiall~ 
filtered background; and {c) with both a differentially 
filtered target and background. since it occurred to us 
that(a)and(b)arenormall) confounded Lvhen a neutral 
density filter is used to attenuate the input to one eye. 

been iound to be better than il’ ~ri. but for recording 4 
.e)e mo\rtmtnts the resolution \~a5 !~inlt~d to 1 per ient 4. 
the range. i.e. 6‘ US. Any changes of convergence prclduced 
b> the e~ssiolio~iny an clhptical path m depth would shot+ 
up on the eke rnv\-emcnt records .I, 1 ph:lse shift bet\\sen 
the left and right :>e trues. ;\s .L control. e>e movement 
records \ttzrc also obtained when the subject track& :I target 
\\hich ph>sicall! moved in an slliptic~l path uith ,I depth 
of9 cm. One of the authors (MJS) acted 9s subject: the task 
was to track the osciilating target as accurntcij as possible 
and to report on the direction and magnitude of its per- 
ceiled path. .A series ot”O trials ivas presented to the subj<ct 
uithln ;1 3mln session under four condiilonj m 1 rando- 
mized or&r: ii) tarzet to left eje tiltered Ii_ L.L.1: iii1 tareer 
to rirht *\e tittered-l& L.C 1: liitt taryct t,) both e>s< ,-~lu.~l!! 
tilter>d I;L..L I. {I\ I ne,rh<r c!c iii:crcd. 

ESPERI\tEliT 1 Rrs1tlts 

The target in all our experiments was a I-cm high vertical 
line (0.5’ visual angle) on an oscilloscope which oscillated 
horizontall) to and?ro with sinusoIdal motion at 0.5 Hz and 
a peak to peak amplitude of Scm (1’ visual angle). It was 
found that judgements of depth vjere easier using this stimu- 
lus rather than a simple spot. X fixed sheet of Polaroid over 
the scope face and adjustable Polaroid filters over the two 
eyes meant that the brightness of the linz could be varied 
independentI> ior the t&o e!es. The backsround consisted of 
the illuminated graticule of a second scope superimposed to 
be in the same plane using a half silvered mirror. The back- 
ground was not polarized and was of equal luminance in thz 
two eyes. Binocular eye movements were recorded using 
He-Ne laser beams (0.5 mW) reflected off smali mirrors 
mounted temporally on close fitting scleral contact lenses 
(Matin, 196-A: Steinbach and Pearce, 1971). The positions of 
the reflected beams were monitored using position-sensitive 
Schottky barrier diodes (United Detector Technology, 
Models SC-3 and SC-30) mounted about 15 cm from the 
eyes, with appropriate differential amplifiers. Both horizon- 
tal and ye&al eye movements could be detected using this 
system although only horizontal recordings were made in 
this experiment. The absolute resolution of the system has 

Typical eqe movement rec?ords are she\\-n in Fig. 7 
for tracking one complete oscillation of the target. 
These are shoun as Liss;\_ious tigurcs h> plotting left 
eye movements against right eye movements. This is a 
convenient way of showing a small phase shift between 
two sinusoidal waveforms. If the waveforms are exactly 
in phase. the resulting Lissajous figure is a 45’ line, but 
a phase difference between the waveforms produces an 
ellipse about the positive diagonal: the grsater the 
phase difference the greater the minor axis of the 
ellipse. In Fig. Z(a) Lvhere the eyes tracked a differen- 
dal~,fiItered target, there was little deviation from the 
pontlve diagonal suggesting that the eyes made only 
conjugate movements. By comparison, Fig. l(b) shows 
the Lissajous figure of the eye movements when the 
same sub.ject tracked a target which moved physically 
in an elliptical path in depth. kvhsre a clear phase shift 
between the left and right eye movement records can 
be seen, corresponding to the continuous change in 
convergence as the target rotated. Subjective reports 
whilst tracking the differentially filtered target con- 
firmed our hypothesis: the subject reported a sizeable 
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Fig. 2. Lissajous figures produced bv plotting left eye movements against right eye movem~ts. The subject 
tracked either an apparent (Puffrich) ellipse l(a) or a target moving physically in an ellipse in depth t(b). 
Sate the phase difference between the records in Z(b) correspondin, 0 to the continuous chanse in convz- 

pence of the two eyes. 
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Pulfrich effect whenever his e)es fixated the stationary 
background in conditions (i) and (ii) but on tracking 
the target the subject consistently reported that the 
path \vas fiat. 

EMPERIMEST t 

.tferhod 

The target line was a l-cm high vcrrical line oscillating 
through a horizon~I path of 8 cm as in Experiment I. The 
background in this case was an identical 1 cm stationary 
line produced on the second scope and superimposed in the 
same plane using a half-silvered mirror. The line was posit- 
ioned at the centre of the target’s oscillation but was dis- 
placed vertically by 1 em so that it stood just above the tar- 
get’s path. Polaroid oriented ar 30. to that of the first 
sfope enabled the baiance of luminance bet\%-ecn target and 
background lines to be altered separately for the two 
eyes. A third scope was used to produce a third line which 
could be held still or made to oscillate along an identical 
path to the target line. This lin- was not polarized so its 
luminance was always equal to the two eyes. For any given 
condition only two scopes were used so that there was only 
one osciffating target line and one stationary background 
line visible. and either or both could be polarized to provide 
differential luminance to the ?wo eyes. The esperiment was 
carried out in a darkened room w-i*&. no other objects or SUT- 
‘roundings visible. The three conditions were: la) the oscillat- 
ing target line was differentially filtered and the background 
line of equal luminance to the torso eyes;(b) the background 
line was differentially filtered and the target iine of equal 
~u~~a~ce;~c} both target and backsround lines were differ- 
entially filtered but in opposite directions aith respect to the 
eyes so that when the target was dimmer to the left eye than 
to the right the background was dimmer to the right eye 
than to the Ieft or vice versa. Within each condition subjects 
were asked either to fixate the stationary background line 
or track the moving target line as well as possible. Half the 
trials in each case were presented with the urger (or back- 
ground) attenuated to the left eye and haIf to the right eye. 
In al1 cases the subject was asked to report on the direction 
ofapparent rotation (if any) of the target line irrespective of 
whether he was fixating or tracking. A forced choice proce- 

dure was used in uhich the subject had to respond with 
either “clockvcisc’*. if ths direction of rontion in depth was 
clockwise as seen from above, -‘countercIockwise”, or “tfat” 
if the target appeared to oscillste in the fronro-parallel 
plane. 

Six practised subjects took part in the experiment. The 
first three subjects u-ere presented with a randomized series 
of 12 trials in each of the three conditions; in half they were 
instructed to fixate the stationary line and in the other half. 
track the movmg target. The order of presentation of the 
three conditions was diff~tent for edch subject. The second 
three subjects were given a randomized series of 24 trials 
covering all three conditions with instructions to fixate ia I.! 
and to track in the other 13. 

Rrs11irs 

The combined results for all six subjects are shown 
in Tabie 1. In condition (a) which is similar to the 
“classicaf” Puifrich situation with just the target differ- 
entially filtered. subjects reported the direction of 
rotation as counterclockwise (14 out of 15 reports) 
when the right eye was attenuated and clockwise (I5 
out of 15 reports) when the left eye was attenuated. 
whilst the subjects fixated the background When sub- 
jects tracked the target, 24 out of the 30 reports were 
“flat” verifying the subjective reports given in Experi- 
ment I. In condition (b) where only- the background 
line was differentially filtered. 23 out of 30 reports were 
of Yat” during fixation, which is not surprising since 
the moving target was equahy bright in both eyes. 
However. during tracking subjects gave consistent 
reports of the direction of rotation depending on which 
eye received the filtered background Iine: counter- 
clockwise (14 out of 15 reports) when the background 
to the right eye was attenuated and ciockwise (11 out 
of 15 reports) when the background to the left eye was 
attenuated. Condition <cl where both targe: and back- 
ground weredifferent~aIIy filtered bur in opposite direc- 
tions provided the most interesting and conclusive 
set of results. During fixation subjects reported the di- 
rection of rotation in accordance with the differentiai 

Table I, Total of responses for six subjects 

Right Target filtered 
(a) 

Lefi Target BItered 

Right Back~ound fIftered 
(b) 

Left Background filtered 

Right Target -I- Left Back- 
ground filtered 

@f 
Lefi Target c Rig& Back- 

ground filtered 

Fixation Tracking 

Anti- Anri- 
Clockwise clockwise Flat Clockwise clockwise Flat 

1 14 0 3 2 IO 

15 0 0 1 0 14 

3 2 IO 0 I4 I 

0 2 13 12 0 3 

0 14 I IO 2 3 

I4 0 I I 14 0 



tilt?ting of the target as in condition (a~ (28 out of 30 
reports) but on tracking the target nearly all of the sub- 
J2ctj‘ reports were rewrsrd in direction corresponding 
to the differential filtering of the background as in con- 
dition (b) (24 out of 30 rsports). Thus if the target were 
attenuated to the left 24’2 and the background 
attenuated to the right eye. the target line would 
appear to rotate clockwise in depth during fixation and 
counterclockwise during tracking. There were no 
apparent differences between the results of the two 
groups of subjects which might have resulted from the 
diRerent ordering of conditions. 

DISCLSSIO3 

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that when the 
syes track an oscillating target vvhich is reduced in 
luminance to one eye, the eyes only make conjugate 
movements in phase with each other and with the tar- 
get’s path apart from the occasional saccade. That the 
2~2 movements were in phase with the target is not sur- 
prising as the target’s path is repetitive and therefore 
highly predictable (Michael and Jones. 1966). Thus it 
vvould appear that the target stays on the foveas of 
both moving eyes so that any d&erence in latency 
caused by the reduction in luminance is unimportant. 
The subjective reports of Expsriment 1. together with 
the results from condition (a) of Experiment 2 that the 
Pulfrich effect disappears during tracking. are thus 
consistent with the eye movement data. The question 
then arises as to why our results differ from previous 
findings and the commonly held view that the Pulfrich 
effect can be seen whilst tracking the target. The 
answer lies in the method used to attenuate the target: 
a neutral densitv filter in front of one eye not only 
reduces the lummance of the target but also of the 
background. When the background is attenuated as in 
condition (b) of our Experiment Z and the eyes follow 
the target, the difference in latency caused by the differ- 
entially filtered background as it is swept across the 
retina produces LI disparity which is interpreted as ~1 
change in depth of the background with respect to the 
target. It would seem that the brain attributes some of 
the change in relative depth to the target rather than 
the background. particularly if the background is 
estensive. not unlike the wav motion is attributed to 
the smaller or surrounded object in the case of induced 
movement (Duncker. 1929). 

When subjects were asked to comment on the back- 
ground rather than the target in condition (bJ it was 

frequently reported that the background line appeared 
to move back and forth in depth. In other words, when 
a moving object is tracked against a ditTer:ntially til- 
tered background. some of the change in depth pro- 
duced by small latency difference in seeing the back- 
ground is attributed to the target’s motion causing an 
induced Pulfrich illusion. To conclude. the only thing 
that is important in producing a Pulfrich etfect is the 
relative luminance of the objects which move across 
the retinae whether these: be “target” or “background” 
or whether the subject fixates a stationary point or fol- 
lows J moving object. 

-I‘,i,ir,ir:,,,i‘/~~~~~,~~~\--- \!JS end HO \vere supported b> 
National Research Council of Canada grants .A7664 and 
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Rbum&Le traJet dune cible oscillant dans un plan fronto-parallele et liltree differemmcnt pour les deux 
veux apparait elliptique en profondeur quand l’oeil ftxe un point immobile. Quand Ies )eux suivent la 
cible. Ie trajet s’aplatit. L’enregistrement des mouvemtnts des deuv qeuu indique que ies !CUU ruivent Je 
vrai trajet physique. avec settlement des mouvements conju= oues et pas de changement de convergence. 

Zusammenfassung-Der Weg sines Sehzeichens. das tn siner fronto-parallelen Ebene osztlliert und fiir 
beide Augen differentiell gefiltsrt wird. erscheint in der Tiefe elliptisch. wenn die Augen einen stationLen 
Punkt fiuieren. Wenn die Augen das Sehzeichen verfolgen. verflacht sich der \Vep. Binokulare 

Registrierungender .Augenbewegungen zeigen an. dass die Augen dem vvahren phqsikalischen Weg fol,lgen. 
\\obei sic nur konjueisrts Bssgunpzn ohne VerYnderung der Konvsrgenr ausiiihrcn 
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Pemm-TpaeKTopwx oBwcTa, ocurt7napytouxero BO @ppHTo_nap&7nenbHok MOCKOCTM if Ini@- 
epeHum_7bHo nonaBae,voro Ha 0Ba r.7a3a,KYiKeTcfi m7mTnrecKoR B rd7y6mHy,Kor2a rJ7a3a @umu- 
pj'lof?I He~OlBHXHbl~ UyHKT. Ec.7~ ma3a npoclescusatotn o&em, Tpaemopm yn7ouraeTca. 
LifHoKyarpHan perwcTpamn ;lBweHkfii ma3 noKa3btBaeT. s~o rna3a cneayi0-r rJaacrw~o2i(Pii3wie- 

CK0i-i TpaeKTOpAei-i,COBepJIIaR TOslbKO COUpSlXeHHbte~BWiCeH~,6e3 W3MeHeHHR KOHBepreHIUiH. 


